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ABSTRACT

Estimation of parametric variance functions for assays relies on transformation

of standard deviations based on replication at each concentration. The quality of

such estimates has been shown to have direct impact on the quality of inference

based on the fitted calibration curve. The theory of Davidian and Carroll (1987)

is used to demonstrate that ignoring unequal replication can lead to bias and

inefficiency in estimation and that weighting the common log-linear estimator to

account for it can improve efficiency. A comparison of efficiency of estimation

for different transformations for nonnormal distributions is given. An alternate

method to account for such bias is investigated that may be useful for assays

with large numbers of replicates and several outliers, and leads to a comparison

of Gini's mean difference to sample standard deviation. A method for computing

all of these estimators using standard software is described.

Key words: Efficiency, Gini's mean difference, Beter08cedasticity, Minimum detectable

concentration, Nonnormality, Variance estimation



1. INTRODUCTION

Assay data in biological and clinical science exhibit systematic heterogeneity of

variance. A nonlinear heteroscedastic regression model is fitted assuming independent

responses yU at concentrations xI' for i = 1, ... , N, j = 1, ... , ml:

--
(1.1)

for regression parameter P and qx1 variance parameter 9. The variance function g often

depends on P through PI' as for the power variance function prj write g(pi' 9) in general. The

fit {J is by generalized least squares with weights based on estimates 9 and Pj' and the goal is

prediction, calibration and estimation of detection limits, the quality of which depends

crucially on how well one estimates 9 so that good estimates are essential. See Finney (1978),

Carroll and Ruppert (1988), and Davidian, Carroll and Smith (1988), and Davidian (1989).

Assay responses may be "standards" with known Xi or "unknowns" with Xi unknown.

Standards only may contribute to {J, but unknowns, which can comprise a large proportion of

available data, also contain information about variability. Thus, estimation of 9 for assays

does not depend on f and y*l{~tt:.~~sion" based on means Yj and transformations of

standard deviations sl at each Xi' as in the log-linear estimator of Rodbard and Frazier (1975)

and that of Sadler and Smith' (1985). Metllidds that use f in absolute residuals and predicted

values can not use unknoW:b~' bilf.lij~-ri~t .~ and are unaffected by replication. Often, mj

= 2, 3 or 4, see Raab (1981), so DaVl"diaD',let ~. (1988) suggested combining both methods by

weighted average since residual-based estimat'6rs can be more efficient for known XI and small

mi. For assays with more replicatesthEi difference may not be as profound.

Davidian and Carroll (1987) gave a general acCX!unt of variance function estimation but

did not explicitly indicate considerations for unequal {mil. Raab (1981) stated that it is

common to take more replicates at higher {xI} where variability is greater and noted that the

log-linear estimator should be biased for unequal {ml}. These articles compared properties of

different replication-based estimators for normal data only. Since good replication-based

estimates are essential for assays, we investigate the effects of nonnormality and unequal {mi}

for the general class of estimators for 9 based on transformations of {si}. We show how not

accounting for unequal {ml} can lead to inconsistency and inefficiency for the general class and

that it is worthwhile to consider transformations of {sl} besides the common logs and squares

if even slight deviations from normality are suspected. Correction for inconsistency would

usually depend on distributional assumptions, so we investigate one way to modify the general

class to account for bias without distributional knowledge that has potential to reduce bias

and produce modest gains in efficiency for some problems.
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In Section 2 we describe the effects of unequal replication on the general class and in

Section 3 describe the modification. In Section 4 we compare different transformations of {sl}

and the modified estimator for efficiency at nonnormal distributions. In Section 5 we report

Monte Carlo results, and describe a general computational method in Section 6.

2. THE GENERAL CLASS AND UNEQUAL REPLICATION

We use the "small tr" asymptotic theory in Davidi8.li and Carroll (1987), letting N ... 00

and tr ... 0 simultaneously. "Small" tr is a good approximation to reality for most assays, see

Davidian, et ale (1988). Define errors £u = (yU - PI)/{tr g(PI' 9)}, E(£~) =1, and
mj

qr = (mj - 1)-1 I: (tu - £1)2,
j=l

where £1 is the mean at XI'

Following Davidian and Carroll (1987), the general class of estimators for 9 based on

transformations of {sl} is defined as follows. Let T, MI('1,9,PI)' VI('1,9,PI)' and HI('1,9,Pj) be

smooth functions, and let '1 be a general scale parameter. Then solve in '1 and 9
• ,,).,.i-,r,\t .•

N-1/2~ HI('1,9,Yj) {T(sl) .... ·M~'J\',Yi»~fl('1,9,yl) = O.
1-1

. ! srlt ni i'.f. 'IX Ih6';' .)

HI is for us the partial derivative of MI ~~;,~pect ~o.r~'1~)"180 (2.1) may be regarded as

"normal equations" with "mean" MI, "w~t~." JM.-1
.. lM9d "~ign" HI' First consider two

common special cases of (2.1). Let 13, '1, anp 'Aea,q~~~nue parameter values.

The log-linear estimator 0LL popularized· .iJ;I,.this context by Rodbard and Frazier (1975) is

obtained by unweighted regression of log sl on:.~og {u,g(Yj' 9H, since log Sj = log tr + log g(Pj'

8) + ~ log qr, so T(x) = log x, and T(ql) = ~ log qr. For equal {mil and i.i.d. {e ij}, the

mean and variance of T(ql) are constant, and we expect an unbiased estimator for 8. For

unequal {mil. both mean and variance of T(qi) will be different for different ml' even for i.i.d.

{eij}, e.g., for normal {eij}, E{T(qIH = ~ [tP {(mj - 1)/2} - log {(ml - 1)/2}], VarT{(qjH

= 1tP'{(mi - 1)/2l. where tP and t/J' are the digamma and trigamma functions. Raab (1981)

noted that bias should result and suggested basing the regression on (log si - bi), where bi =

E{T(qjH assuming normal {eU}' In (2.1), with '1 = log tr, MI = '1 + log g(Pj,8) + bi and Vi

== 1. For normal data, under regularity conditions as N ... 00, tr ... 0, (2.1) is an unbiased

estimating equation for ('1,8), but if the data are not normal and E{T(qIH = bj # bi, (2.1) is

not unbiased, so there is potential for some bias. This is now a "heteroscedastic" regression

problem with known variances so instead of the usual choice VI == 1, we ought choose Vj = vi

for some {vi} for a weighted regression; a likely choice is vi =Var{T(qi)} for normality.

Raab (1981) proposed to estimate 8 by maximizing in tr, 8, and {Pi} a normal likelihood
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"modified" to correct bias. Sadler and Smith (1985) replaced Pj by Yj to obtain 0ss solving

(2.1) with T(x) =x2, 'I =log iT, Mj =e2"g2(pj,I), and Vj = 2g4(Pj,I)/(mj-1), so T(qj) =qr.

E(sr) = e"g2(pj,I) E{T(qj)}' and E{T(qj)} = 1 regardless of the distribution of feu}, 80 this

choice of Mj is always exact for (2.1) to be unbiased estimating equations for ('1,1), let N ~ 00,

iT ~ O. Var(sr) = e
4
"g4(PI,I) Var{T(qj)}' Var{T(qj)} = (2+1e)/(mj-1) + 2/{mj(mj-1)} for

i.i.d. feu} with kurtosis Ie, 80 for normal feu} (Ie = 0) the "weights" Vj'"l are those required to

account for "heteroscedasticity" induced· by unequal {mj} in the spirit of generalized least

squares. We show later that we prefer an estimator based on another transformation if Ie > O.

The examples illustrate the potential under unequal replication for inconsistency and

inefficiency for the class (2.1). Define Ter(x) = xer, a #: 0; = log x, a = O. The theory of

Davidian and Carroll (1987) defines Mj = E{T(sj)}' 80 that as N ~ 00, iT ~ 0 (2.1) are

unbiased estimating equations for ('1,1), informally legitimizing the assumption of consistency.

If we let 'I =log iT, then Ter(sj) =eer"ger(pi,I) Ter(ql)' a #: 0; = 'I + log g(Pj,I) + Ter(qj), a =
O. Unless a = 2, E{T(qj)} may depend on mi' 80 for unequal {ml} choose Mj = bieer'lga(pi,I),

Q #: 0; = 'I + log g(Pj,I) + bi,;{.J:c·O for some fbi}; the necessary definition requires bi = bi

= E{Ta(qj)}. Raab's sugestiOmloll<it.L is the choice assuming normality for Q = 0; for Q #: 0

and i.i.d. normal feu}, E{Tet(tlIH a,cff(mj-1+a)/2} 2er/ 2[r{(mj_1)/2}(mj_1t/2]::l For

equal {mj} and i.i.d. {eU}"Jtkeiccunmon,bJis absorbed into a redefined scale parameter e" = b

iTa for a#:O and replacedby,·O {OI:O'=r.,o•. For estimators based on residuals, a similar scale

parameter is defined for U.d. {eU}' see> DaVidian and Carroll (1987). Thus, for estimation

based on (2.1) with equal replication or absolute residuals, consistency ought to obtain, but

ignoring the need to specify {bi} because it ;s not required for the former cases or incorrectly

specifying {bi} for unequal {ml} can lead to estimation inconsistent for ('1,9).

Simulation evidence suggests that for small iT, if we choose MI as above for some {bil,

where bi = 0 for a#:O or 1 for a = 0 correspond to ignoring unequal {mi}, instead of the

true values {bl}' (q* ,8*) solving (2.1) converge in probability to some ('1*,9*). The role of iT ~

o is essentially to replace YI by Pj' so that as N ~ 00, (T ~ 0, we have approximately that (2.1)

are unbiased estimating equations for ('1*,9*) if N-lE E [Hj('1*,I*,pjHT(si)-M j('1*.I*PI)}

Vj'"l('1*,I*,Pj)] ~ O. For definiteness consider the power variance function. Let IIi = log Pi' Ar
= lim N-lE (blbip~('-'·)lIf/vi),Q #: 0; = lim N-lE {(bi-bl) IIf/vi}, a = 0, and Cr = lim

N-l E ( bi2I1f/vj), a #: 0; =lim N-lE (llf/vj), Q =0, where all limits exist.

Result 1. Let g(Pj,9) = Pf, 'I =log iT, let MI be as above, and let Vi = vie2er"g2a(pi,9), Q #:
0; = vi, a = 0 for some {vil. Suppose for (2.1) with T a, {bi}, and {vil that the solution

(q*,9*) ~ ('1*,1*) in probability, where '1*= 'I, 9* = I if bi = bi. Then N-lE E [

e-
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HI( fl* ,9*,pIHT(Sl) - M I(,,*,9*PI)} Vj'"l( fl* ,9*,PI) ] ... 0 iff ,9* satisfies

A~Cr - ArC~ = 0, a 'I: 0

9* = 9 + [ArC~ - A~Cr] [C; C~ - (Cn2 rt, a = O.

(2.2)

(2.3)

If a = 2, the logical choice is always bf= bl == 1, as for iss. (2.3) may be obtained by direct

evaluation of the limit in probability of i* as N ... 00, (T ... 0 and is a formal statement of

Rub's caution of bias for ill when bf == O. If the small (T assumption is valid and a unique

9* exists, (2.2) and (2.3) may be used to assess the severity of misspecifying {bi} on point

estimation. For numerical illustration, consider the data of Table 1 of Davidian, et al. (1988),

for which 9 ~ 0.472. Ignore XI = 0, and consider the common situation with m' replicates at

the first N/2 XI and m" at the remainder. For unweighted log-linear estimation, vf == 1, if we

use bf == 0, ignoring unequal replication, m' = 2 and m" = 3, and the data are normal, (2.6)

implies 9* =' 9 + 0.187, a bias 38% of the "true" value; for m" = 4, the bias is 0.232, a factor

of 49%. Choosing {bi} based on normality may be reuonable even if the data are not normal;

for true distribution 5% contaminated normal wit~ ft>D4i.minati~n standard deviation 3 times

that of the remaining data, m' = 2, m" = 4, th,'biu •. ,"'adhan approximately 1%. If the

true distribution is 10% contaminated normal wit1lncontemi..tioQ.t,standard deviation 5 times

that of the remaining data, m' = 2, m" = 4, 111ur=bias'isroughly 5%. Davidian (1989) has

cautioned that upwardly biased estimatesof,IJ can yield estimates of minimum detectable

concentration that are too optimistic in that asymptotically they can be both biased down

toward 0 and less variable than estimates based on the true 9. A reasonable correction for

unequal {mil is thus essential. For many problems, that based on the normal distribution

may be reasonable. Effect for nonnormal distributions is shown in an example in Section 5.

When (2.2) or (2.3) hold it is possible to evaluate the asymptotic normal distribution of

i* in Result 1. Unless the difference between 9 and 9* is small, it is unlikely that we would he

satisfied with 9*. Thus, to evaluate the choice of {vj} in Vi defined in Result 1, which arises

because Var {Ta(si)} = vje
2a

"g2a(pi,9), a 'I: 0; = VI' a = 0, Vi = Var{Ta(qj)}' consider the

"ideal" case in which we may essentially regard {bi} as equal to the true {bi}, so that 9* = o.
Let Vi = 8/80 log (1'1,9) for general variance function, Vi = log Pi for power variance, and

define Tj = (1, a 2vT)T, a 'I: 0, = (1, vnT , a = O. The following is immediate from Theorem

4.3 of Davidian and Carroll (1987) under the conditions stated there.

Result 2. Suppose for (2.1) with T a , Mj with hi = bi and Vi for some vi as defined above,

and Vi = Var {Ta(ql)}' the solution (q,9) is N1
/
2-consistent as N ... 00, (T ... O. Then if N1

/
2

(T ...
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~, 0 S ~ < 00, 6 is asumptotically normally distributed with mean (J + N-1/ 2DN and

covariance matrix N-1 times the lower right q x q submatrix of

(2.4)

where dl = bl, cr ::1= 0 and dl == 1, cr = 0 and DN .... 0 in probablility if {eU} are symmetric.

,
Consider symmetric erron, since our goal is simple insight. The choice of {vi} is optimized in

the sense of Gauss-Markoff when vi = VI' e.g., VI = 1 -{2/(ml-1)} [r(md2) / r{(ml-l)/2}]2

if cr = 1 and the {eU} are i.i.d. normal. If {ml} are all equal, vi == 1 will suffice and

comparison among estimaton of the class depends only on the common true v and b, as in

Davidian and Carroll (1987). For unequal {ml}, comparisons depend on the design and {vi},

but ordering of efficiency for different T will be the same as for equal {mil. (2.4) shows that

gains may be possible by not ignoring "heteroscedasticity" in the problem induced by unequal

{ml}' In the numerical eX~~<v,'j.og-linearestimation with m' = 2, mil = 4 and normal

data, if {bi} and {vi} are correct, the asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE) of the usual log

linear estimator with vi51.,~lativeto a weighted estimator with vi = Vi is 88%. If {vi} are

based on normality butth8~dataJ1la~en~he 5% and 10% contaminated normal distributions

above, the AREs are approximately 90% Jl,nd 96%, respectively, so if we slightly misspecify the

weights, we can still gain improvement which diminishes as the deviation from normality

increases. Gains of 10% to 12% ma,y seem modest, but virtually no extra effort was required.

,3. A MODIFIED ESTIMATOR

For unequal {ml}, estimators of form (2.1) depend on making an assumption about the

distribution. In many examples we have observed that the choice based on normality behaves

reasonably under moderate deviations from normality, but for some designs or sufficiently

nonnormal· distributions there is potential for more serious inconsistency, so we consider an

alternative. Suppose the {ml} are not all equal, and let m* = min{ml' i = 1, ... ,N}. For

given T, replace T(si) in (2.1) by TP =TU(Yil' ... , Ylm ),
i

TU(Zh ... , zml) = rs;1 E h( zp , ... , zp ),
mi peB 1 m*
m*

m*
h(Zh".' Z *) =T[ {(m*-1)-1.E (Zj_z)2 }1/2],

m J-l '

where B = {,8 : ,8 is one of the nonordered subsets of m* integers chosen without replacement
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from (1, ... ,ml)}. Thus, TP = T(sl) if ml = m*. If ml ¢ m*, TP is the average over all

possible subsets of bll..... Ylm} of size m* of T on the subset, e.g., if T(x) = x, TP is the
I

average of the standard deviations of each possible subset. If the {Eij} are i.i.d., E{ T U( Eil' ... ,

Elml)'} = a, a constant for all i, so for T Cf, (2.1) with T(sl) replaced by TP and MI =
e"gCf(PI,fJ), e" = D'Cf a, a ¢ 0; = '1 + log g(PI,fJ), '1 = log D', a =0, should be unbiased as N ...

00, D' ... 0, and the estimator should be consistent under regularity conditions. Consistency is

obtained directly for power variance and a = O. Since T U i. a U-statistic with symmetric

kernel h, see Serfling (1980, Ch. 5), call this the U-statistic transformation estimator based on

T. By an argument similar to that of Theorem 4.3 of Davidian and Carroll (1987), we have

Result 3. For i.i.d. {Eij}, suppose (ijU,jU) solve (2.1) with T(sl) replaced by TP and are NI/ 2_

consistent as N ... 00, D' ... O. Then if NI
/2D' ... A, 0 S A < 00, with MI as above,

(

4

U
) NB N I

/
2 ~ -'1 = N-I

/
2E CU + A D + 0 (1)

N fJU -fJ 1-1 I. N P ,
::';,':("''''-11 ..

BN = N-IE Hi H(Vil , Cp = (TP-MI) HI ViI, andJDW·~mrprobablilityfor symmetric {Eij}.

From (3.1), for symmetry, if Vi = uj g2Cf(PI,fJ), (I' ~ 0; :.Itrf,fa==' 0, for some {uj} and ul =
Var{TU(Ell' ... , Elm)}' jU is asymptotically nottnal'4ritb I MeGll:8 and covariance matrix (2.4)

I
with vI and vj replaced by ul and uj and dl s'~ &J(¢ O;~I =' l,a = O. To "optimize" choice

of {uj} requires knowledge of the error distribution;~but'inconsistency is not a problem. From

Serfling (1980, p. 183), with m* =2, ul =2{2(ml-2)(i + (2}/{ml(ml-l)}, (c =Cov{ h(el"l'

... ,el" ), h(Eil , ... ,Ell )}, {J, 6 £ B with c common integers, for evaluation of ul for given
m* I m*

T and distribution, e.g., for normality and a =1, (I =0.0814, (2 =0.3634.

4. NONNORMALITY

Result 1 gives a way'to evaluate seriousness of misspecification of {bj} in (2.1) based on

T(sl) for specific design and error distribution. We compare theoretical efficiencies of

estimators for nonnormal distributions using (2.4) for the ideal case with {bj}, {vj}, and {uj}

correctly specified for the true distribution for various mi. In practice, these would be chosen

based on normality, so comparisons could be optimistic. For unequal {mil, actual efficiencies

also depend on the design. For nonnormal distributions, {bl} and {vi} were evaluated by

averaging 20 Monte Carlo experiments based on 5000, replications each, while evaluation of

these values for normality and {ui} and a for all distributions in Table 2 was exact. Thus,

values given are approximate to the extent of the error in the Monte Carlo values; the largest
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Monte Carlo coefficient of variation was 4.5%, with average of about 2%.

Table 1 lists AREs for estimators based on (2.1) with T(x) = log x and x relative to

using T(x) = x2 for contaminated normal distributions, so is the approximate analogue of

Table 2 of Davidian and Carroll (1987) for estimators based on transformations of {si}' As mj

increases and the proportion of "bad" data increases, the superiority of these transformations

is evident. The identity transformation seems preferable to log for slight deviations from

normality, and conversely for more profound deviations. Thus, with or without unequal

replication, for even slight deviations from normality, these transformations may be preferred

to the squares of Sadler and Smith (1985). The identity transformation does not do too badly

at normality, particularly for higher numbers of replicates.

To compare the U-statistic transformation estimator to that based on T(sl)' let m* = 2

and (t = 1; one could prepare a similar table for other (t and m*. Then h(ZI,z2) = I ZI-z2 I /
.[2, so TP is like replacing sl by Gini's mean difference in (2.1), see Johnson and Kotz (1970, p.

67), which is noted for high efficiency relative to sample standard deviation as an estimator of

population standard deviation, at ~9rmality. Table 2 lists AREs for various ml for using sl in

(2.1) relative to TP with (t .":":" ~taa~J1I.9)s of independent interest as a comparison of Gini's

mean difference to sample standard deviation for nonnormality; 'Y = 0.00 corresponds to the

second line of Table 7 of Johnson and Kotz (1970, p. 70). For small numbers of replicates and

nonnormality, the advantag«!.ipem~n1=Yof TP relative to T is negligible. Gains of roughly

20% are possible for large mj ;and •.JJloderate deviation from normality, suggesting that

usefulness of the estimator may· ~:limited to such cases. Gini's mean difference as an

estimator of standard deviation may only be preferred for fairly large data sets with several

outliers, despite promising asymptotics (ml ... 00). A table for (t = 0 shows conditions favoring

TP must be even more extreme although this may perform better than (t = 1 for some cases.

Properties for m* > 2 are more difficult but could be investigated by simulation.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

We ran several simulations based on the data in Table 1 of Davidian, et ale (1988) with f

as in their equation (1.2) and power variance, PI = 29.52744, P2 = 1.88638, P3 = 1.57933, P4

= 1.00218, tT = 0.08718, and 9 = 0.7. Estimates of 9 were constrained to lie in [0, 1.5], and

each study used 500 data sets. There were three error distributions: contaminated normal

with variance standardized to 1 with contamination proportion 'Y and contamination standard

deviation b with 'Y = 0.05 and b=3 and 'Y = 0.10 and b = 5 to represent moderate and more'

substantial nonnormality, and standard normal, 'Y = 0.00. In Table 3, LL, AB, and SS

correspond to T a with (t = 0, 1, and 2, respectively, with "nc" denoting ignoring unequal {mil

e-
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in choice of {brl, "u" the U-statisticestimator with m* = 2 and {un based on normality,

and "b" correction for bias and "bv" correction for bias and "heteroscedasticity" based on

normality. The first situation had 12 design points, starting with 0.000 and then every other x

in Table 1 of Davidian et al. (1988), with ml = 2 for the first 6 {xI}' ml = 3 or 4 for the

remainder. The second 3 columns had these {xI} with ml =m == 4, and the final column mj =
m == 8 with 7 {xI} including 0.000 for a situation with a large number of replicates.

The top part of the Table gives Monte Carlo bias. Ignoring unequal {ml} yields bias on

the order suggested in Result 1. The U-statistic is less biased when we would expect, although

the significance of numerical values as these depends on context. The lower portion gives

efficiencies based on Monte Carlo mean squared error (MSE). The bottom two rows show

qualitatively the behavior predicted by Table 1. Note how a = 1 produces negligible efficiency

loss at normality vs. a = 2. The first row shows a roughly 10%- gain for simply weighting the

log-linear estimator. The third row compares favorably with behavior predicted by Table 2.

The second and third rows taken with the bias results show that the extra effort required to

compute the U-statistic transformation might be jntified only for situations with fairly

substantial nonnormality or large numbersbf replieite'IW'b~t1t will not do worse.
;"- )~:t.Bi"'5b ~"JlhlI.6;;-

6. A COMPUTATIONAL METHOD stu/! hOB 001<1. ,,0(,-

A method to compute the general ~lasses ·o"fl~'tntra.orf~{2.1) with T(sl) or TP can be

based on a procedure proposed by Giltinan and'"Ruppert ,(1988) in a similar context and also

described by Carroll and Ruppert (1988). The principle may be used for general T and

similarly to compute estimates based on general transformations of absolute residuals.

Let T j = T(sl) or TP based on T cr for given a ::/: o. Computation of TP involves more

work but need only be done once. Johnson and Kotz (1970, p. 67) give a simpler formula for

a = 1, m* = 2. Let Mj('1,O,Yj) = bie"crgcr(YI'O) and V j('1,O,Yj) = vi g2a(Yj'0) for some {bi}

and {vi}. For T(sl)' e" = 0'; for TP, always set bi == 1 and then e" = 0' b
l

/
a

, b = E

{Ta(q *)}. Let
m N "a -br

2
/(avj) { T· b:" }

L =n {e ga(YI'O)O'} exp - *,,1 'a(- 0) •
1=1 a VI e g yj'

Setting partial derivatives of log L with respect to '1 and °equal to 0 yields (2.1) with T(sj)

replaced by T I and Hj = l) Mill) ['1 (JT]T, so maximizing log L is like solving the appropriate

equations. With d l = bt2/vj and gcr = { n g(YI,(J)ad j/ Edj }" log L maximized over " is,

ignoring constants, -(l/a) (E d,) log [ E T I bigcr/{ vi ga(YI,(J)}]. Thus, to maximize L,

E({ T j bi gcr }1/2)2
1=1 vi ga(Yj,O) .
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One can use a nonlinear regression program, regressing a dummy variable identically 0 on [ T j

bi ga/{ vi ga(Yi,fJ)}]1/2. This must allow multiple passes through the data to compute general

ga; for g(Pi,fJ) = pr, this can be done external to the program, since then ga = ( n ytdi/Edj)'.

7. DISCUSSION

e-

For estimation of variance functions in assays by methods based on transformations of

within-concentration standard deviations, care must be taken to account for unequal

replication. Basing this on the normal distribution will often suffice. Modifying log-linear

estimation to be a weighted regression with known weights for unequal replication produces

some gain in efficiency with minimal effort. An alternate way to account for unequal

replication without distributional assumptions met with limited success in cases we considered.

It may be useful for problems with large numbers of replicates or several "unusual"

observations in which cases it will do no worse and has potential for moderate gains in

efficiency and bias reduction. Efficiency of estimation for equal or unequal replication is

sensitive to choice of transformation when the data are even slightly nonnormal. The Sadler

and Smith (1985) estimator is favored for strict normality, but other transformations may out

perform it at slight devia.&'nSe·hom 4Iormality, depending on numbers of replicates. The

identity transformation is particularly promising. In practice, one may consider our results as e
a rough guide to choosing a method when taken with faith in the normal assumption. For

data with several "unusual" observations, "the identity transformation may be safest.

In some instances the assumption of independent responses may not be appropriate, as

when "replicates" at a concentration are really subsamples from a "batch." A components-of

variance model with possibly both components heteroscedastic would be more suitable. Recent

personal communications with statisticians in the pharmaceutical industry suggest that some

scientists have been successfully encouraged to abandon the "batch" approach when possible

and conduct the assay by design to avoid problems of intra-batch correlation.
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Table 1.

Approximate asymptotic relative efficiencies for using T(x) in (2.1) relative to x2 for
contaminated normal distributions with contamination proportion 'Y and standard deviation
3 for a function T of numbers of replicates mi.

T(x)

'Y

2 3

log x

4 9 10 2 3

x

4 9 10

0.000
0.002
0.010
0.050
0.100

0.40 0.61 0.71 0.88 0.89 0.88 0.92 0.94 0.97 0.98
0.44 0.68 0.81 0.99 1.01 0.93 1.00 1.03 1.07 1.07
0.56 0.92 1.09:. 1 1.32 1.34 1.14 1.25 1.28 1.28 1.27
0.85 1.37 1.6.Ql.n 1.67 1.64 1.45 1.58 1.53 1.41 1.38
0.87 1.40 1.3'5.. I) 1.47 446 1.42 1.45 1.45 1.26 1.26

,i-C.O ~ c".

e

e·



Table 2.

Approximate asymptotic relative efficiencies for contaminated normal distributions with
contamination proportion "Y and standard deviation 3 for T(x) = x of standard deviation
relative to Gini's mean difference. The values for "Y = 0.000 and ml ... 00 are exact.

"Y

2 3 4 5 9 10 00

0.000 1.000 1.008 1.013 1.015 1.019 1.019 1.023
0.002 1.000 1.002 1.009 '. 1.006 0.998 0.996 0.900
0.010 1.000 0.997 0.977 ... ·.10.869 0.919 0.904 0.681
0.050 1.000 0.995 0.9341 . t-J 0.9'33 0.814 0.795 0.558
0.100 1.000 0.972 0.952 0.941 0.798 0.797 0.620

-



Table 3

Monte Carlo Results

m'=2, m"=3j4, N=12 m=4, N=12 m=8
N=7

7=0.00 7=0.05 7=0.10 7=0.00 7=0.05 7=0.10 7=0.05
b=3 b=5 b=3 b=5 b=3

Monte Carlo
bias as % of
true (J

sign of bias + + + + + + + + + -
LLnc 25.3 32.6 26.1 32.1 26.6 38.2 nja nja n/a n/a

ABnc 10.4 16.1 11.3 15.3 11.8 22.3 n/a nja n/a n/a

LL 6v 1.0 0.7 2.2 0.5 3.0 7.0 2.1 1.7 3.5 0.9

LLu 1.5 1.3 1.8 0.6 0.9 3.6 2.3 2.0 3.9 0.1

AB 6v 3.9 4.4 4.9 3.0 5.3 9.5 2.2 2.2 3.9 0.9

ABu 1.9 4.5 2.7 2.7 2.7 8.1 2.3 2.3 4.0 0.6

SS 3.0 6.3 3.2 4.7 4.2 10.5 2,4 2.5 4.1 1.0

Efficiency
based on
Monte Carlo
MSE (%)

.
LL6 reI. LL 6v 91.5 88.9 98.0 88.5 96.6 100.5 n/a n/a n/a n/a

LL 6v reI. LLu 105.8 106.5 104.3 104.9 99.1 95.0 133.5 122.9 90.8 95.6

AB 6v reI. ABu 99.2 100.2 98.1 99.2 97.4 95.0 102.1 97.0 90,4 88.2

SS reI. LL6v 164.5 144.1 140.9 121.2 74.7 80,4 128.5 82.1 56.2 83.4

SS reI. AB 6v 103.1 101.3 94.5 90.8 79.8 75.3 104.9 79.9 70.7 88.2

n/a: not applicable


